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Abstract
The production of playtexts in early modern England falls between two categories of artistic
provenance: textual production in quill and print and oral transmission of the text committed
to paper. Both categories are rightly speaking processes, and may be repeated several times
over within the lifespan of a play. The former is the domain of authors, scribes and printers,
the latter the responsibility of actors using their memories to verbally transmit the play in
performance. An early modern playtext may thus be (co)written, probably performed and
potentially printed, and possibly rewritten, reperformed and reprinted in almost any given
combination. It is only to be expected that a number of stylistic 'complications' will ensue.
The question remains how to determine which stylistic markers characterise which creative
domain. This paper returns to the cross-roads between authorship attribution and the
quantification of other (oral, collective) style markers in an attempt to offer discussion and
a better overview of appropriate methodologies for determining which features may feasibly
be attributed to which source(s).
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1. Introduction
The play's the thing, wherein...

The following essay draws on the work of Walter Ong, Milman Parry and
Albert Lord, John Miles Foley, and Thomas Pettitt on oral-formulaic theory.
It also draws on advances in attribution studies based on computational
stylistic analysis of linguistic features. This field is thankfully still honing
its methods through the dedicated efforts of scholars like e.g. Brian Vickers,
John Burrows, David Hoover and Hugh Craig, many of whom are currently
embracing the perspectives opened up by cognitive and neurolinguistic research. Within Shakespeare studies, Ian Lancashire remains an important advocate for understanding the mechanisms of language production behind the early modern playtexts and the application of cognitive linguistic theory to corpus-based attribution studies. His articles on the role of the working, or verbal short-term, memory, its relation to long-term lexical storage and the production and retention of words not as single items but as chunks deserve credit for highlighting the significance of neural mechanisms also in determining authors’ idiolects. Hoover (2003), Craig and Kinney (2009), Burrows (2012), Vickers (2011a, 2011b, 2012), and Craig (2014) have all, in turn, published studies that apply this particular approach to Shakespearean attribution studies albeit from different vantage points.

The chunks Lancashire started quantifying back in the late 1990s are variously also known as prefabricated units, strings, multi-word units, N-grams, fixed phrases, verbal sequences, phrasal repetends, formulas, and/or collocations. In a longer version of this contribution, I have taken the opportunity to argue at some length for a stricter definition of the phenomenon of the multi-word unit, focussing in particular on collocation. The longer essay argues that there are limits to the unmediated application of collocation theory/collocation extraction in Shakespearean attribution studies, but also identifies promising uses of collocation extraction if we narrow the

---

1 For an explanation of the function of the verbal short-term memory (the so-called phonological loop) and its connection to long-term memory and the learning of verbal sequences, see Burgess and Hitch 2006, 627-652.

2 See e.g. Lancashire 1996, 1997, 171-185; 1999. In his 2004 contribution to A Companion to Digital Humanities, Lancashire elaborates on the phenomenon of ‘convergence zones’, the ostensibly unique 2-second long combinatorial composita of single speakers/authors: ‘These combinations appear in repeated phrases or unfixed collocations that are not more than 5-9 units in length. This follows if, as scientists suspect, working memory constraints are associated with a deeper limitation existing at the level of neural networks. Indeed, one use of computer text analysis is to help determine the size and complexity of long-term-memory networks, how many things can converge on a convergence zone’ (Lancashire 2004). I expect that this phenomenon will be more fully discussed and its applicability to attribution studies further investigated in future publications.

3 In 10 early Shakespeare plays, totaling 197,000 words, Lancashire counted ‘12,600 different word forms which combine to form about 32,300 fixed phrases’ (emphasis mine). Lancashire subsequently deducted that ‘[Shakespeare’s] phrasal lexicon must exhibit traces of [his] networked associational memory and thus of his idiolect’ (1999, 744). Also quoted in Vickers 2012, 27.

4 The full paper is available upon request. The sections exploring the nature and general applicability of multi-word units in early modern attribution studies form part of a forthcoming research project with Marcus Dahl and Darren Freebury-Jones.
definition and acknowledge the special linguistic properties of the extant sample material. The following section summarises the longer discussion.

According to Ellis (1997, 128), chunks subdivide into collocations. As such, collocations are expressions of the way the brain habitually computes language through the rehearsal and repetition of words in the short-term memory in association with long-term-memory lexical storage. J.R. Firth and John Sinclair (who elaborated on Firth’s initial theory) both apply a contextual/lexical (though not semantic) perspective, and notably define collocation as words that co-occur habitually, by mutual expectancy, and more frequently than would be expected by chance. Hence, the Firth-Sinclair approach is sometimes also described as frequency-based (Firth 1957; Halliday and Robins 1966; Sinclair 1966, 1996; Hoey 1991). But another, so-called phraseological, approach to the collocation phenomenon also exists, represented by e.g. Mel’čuk (1998), Cowie (1978, 1981) and Gitsaki (1999). This to me more compelling definition combines the semantic and structural properties of language and states that the meaning and function of a collocation matter at least as much as frequent co-occurrence. Unfortunately, we have yet to arrive at a single precise or non-controversial definition of the concept of collocation. Nor has it been ascertained which of the above approaches best serves the purposes of attribution studies. Only very few scholars (and only one attribution scholar that I know of) seem willing to discuss the problems involved in making a still so loosely defined concept the basis of corpus-driven stylistic research (Seretan and Wehrli 2006, 2011; Burrows 2012, 380). Surely, if the aim is to (re)allocate authorship and perhaps even reorganise canons, we can expect the linguistic markers used to do so to be more scrupulously described?

Extraction of collocations in early modern sample texts, as exemplified below, is clearly no longer much of a problem, while describing the processes that underpin the multi-word units clearly is. One place to start would be to consider some questions pertinent to the multi-word unit as a style marker with specific reference to Shakespeare studies: firstly, what is the relation of collocations to phraseology, to individual phraseognomy – and ultimately to idiolect? How is the concept best applied in the present local context of Shakespearean authorship studies where the sample material consists of

---

5 See further Pawley and Syder: ‘In the store of familiar collocations there are expressions for a wide range of familiar concepts and speech acts, and the speaker is able to retrieve these as wholes or as automatic chains from the long-term memory; by doing this he minimises the amount of clause-internal encoding work to be done and frees himself to attend to other tasks in talk-exchange, including the planning of larger units of discourse’ (1983, 192).

6 The term phraseognomy, meaning individual phraseology, was coined by John Sinclair (1991, 92).
playtexts written under some time pressure by professional playwrights for live, oral rendition? What do and don’t we know about the connection between collocations and the verbal short-term memory, and between collocation and the syntactically binding combinatorial neuronal assemblies recently explored by neurolinguists like Friedemann Pulvermüller (Pulvermüller and Shtyrov 2003, Pulvermüller and Knoblauch 2009, Pulvermüller 2010)? How do collocations relate to lexical priming within a discourse community (‘the early modern stage’ being one such community) and to the functional ‘verbal formulas’ identified by oral composition scholars Lord and Parry and their followers; stock phrases which probably involve the long-term memory? And finally, is a multi-word unit significant simply because it is frequent enough to be statistically significant within a given text sample (words co-occur more frequently than by chance) or is it significant because of what it is or does in that text (e.g. a lexical vs. a grammatical collocation)? If in future attribution studies we aim to look for the author through the identification of idiosyncratic multi-word units in surviving playtexts, I believe we need to know much more about what those units are and which functions they perform in those texts. This essay offers to at least begin this discussion.

2. Local Definitions for Local Texts: Using Multi-word Units in Shakespearean Attribution Studies

In attribution studies we have to assume that at least some linguistic markers are individual and unique to one author - be that Shakespeare, Kyd, or any other candidate under investigation. Based on the review of theories provided in the longer unpublished essay quoted above (cf. note 4), I believe we can – and should – include certain multi-word units/collations among these markers. But one thing is extracting and quantifying those units, another is to determine which units are distinct and likely to be of individual origin, and which are distinctive of a collective speech community rather than an individual. In Hoey’s view, collocations can denote anything from incompetence in the writer to a writer striving after unusual effect (2009, 45), while Burrows (2012, 381) argues that some identifiably multi-word units may be little else than quasi-phrases or gibberish. Brian Vickers’ acceptance of N-grams that are not topical, i.e. not linked to contextual semantics (Vickers

A reviewer of this essay kindly supplied this example: in A Funerall Elegie (1612) we find ‘Reason’s golden meane’ where the searchable texts in EEBO with {golden meane near.5 reason(s)} produce only 3/17348 returns before 1652. This is definitely a collocation yet it is not frequent. In Love’s Labour’s Lost, ‘O, these barren taskes, too hard to keepe, / Not to see Ladies, study, fast, not sleepe’ reveals after a search of EEBO with {tasks near.20 ladies} only 3/34874 returns before 1690. This is also a collocation but again it is not frequent. Both instances are notably examples of rare lexical collocation.
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2011b) follows early Firthian anti-structural notions of collocation (Firth 1957, 196), but at the same time is not easily reconciled with recent cognitive theories of syntactical binding (Pulvermüller and Shyrov 2003, Pulvermüller and Knoblauch 2009, Pulvermüller 2010). Somewhere in between these poles lies the rather low-practical possibility that some collocations perform useful dramaturgical functions in the playtexts, enforced by collective priming, performance tradition and oral-memorial transmission (Pettitt 1988, 2001; Petersen 2010). To impose some sort of qualitative order on the quantification of multi-word units, I propose to follow Seretan (2009, 94; 2011; Seretan and Wehrli 2006), who suggests that structural or syntactic information is crucial for accurately detecting true collocations in corpora. This stance favours meaning and syntactical soundness of the units as well as frequency. Burrows (2012, 381) may not have been quite so specific when he advises against ‘lumping together’ several kinds of multi-word unit, but a remedy against lumping the evidence would certainly be achieved by categorising the kind(s) of multi-word unit or collocation we identify. Simultaneously, more knowledge about the stylistic features that do in fact indicate authorship would be made available. One way to enable such categorisation is to consistently apply syntactically-annotated corpora when extracting multi-word units. Another is the systematic description of the units identified in terms of their contextual and phraseological qualities.

A number of very good purpose-made resources for extracting collocations/multi-word units already exist. I would highlight Martin Mueller’s ‘WordHoard’ (a deeply tagged information-rich corpus and search

---

8 For Vickers an N-gram is a string of N consecutive words whether grammatically meaningful or not, and so in this definition an N-gram is not necessarily committed to memory (retained) and verbally uttered (produced). I am inclined to discourage using this definition of a style marker if our aim is to attach modern neurolinguistic theory to practical text-mining techniques. That said, I am not ruling out that non-topical (longer) matching strings may work for yet other reasons; phonoaesthetics and phonology being prime areas for further investigation. See Firth (1968, 18), and Vickers (2011b): ‘Unique matches of three [or more, sic.] consecutive words in The Troublesome Reign with comparable strings in other plays by Peele’ in The Troublesome Reign of John, King of England, ed. by C.R. Forker (2011), Appendix 2, 335-336.

9 The list is growing, and presently includes a range of KWIC (Key Word in Context) applications (also used by EEBO), the TACT program developed by Lancashire; Mueller’s MONK tools; WordSmithTools; Seretan and Wehrli’s FipsCoWeb (2011); Mike Scot’s WordCopyFind; Pl@giarism, etc. Using these and similar resources, identification and extraction of collocations can certainly be automated and replicated, and subsequently optimised if subjected to further conceptual checks and ‘manual’ analysis.
application);10 ‘KEMPE’ (a POS-tagged corpus and search resource),11 and Seretan and Wehrli’s ‘FipsCoWeb’ (a retrieval resource for own uploaded files).12 Other programs for textual analysis include Pl@giarism, WordCopyFind, WordSmith Tools and Concordance (all downloadable online, although not all free). Lancashire’s TACT and Mueller’s MONK tools for use in restricted corpus environments are equally effective, I am sure. Beyond these resources, a growing number of text editing applications for handling very large files, such as ‘InfoRapid Search & Replace’ or ‘Dreamweaver’, have proved extremely useful in both pre and post-editing of corpus studies.

To test some of the above theoretical considerations, along with the currently available software, and to add to already relevant research, I have chosen to do something very practical and review the collocations identified by Brian Vickers (2012) as evidence for Shakespeare’s hand in the additions to The Spanish Tragedy.

10 WordHoard (Mueller 2004-2013) is downloadable from <http://goo.gl/xYWSBy>. This stand-alone application allows searches in various corpora, incl. Homer, Spenser and Shakespeare. ‘WordHoard Shakespeare’ is a joint project of the Perseus Project at Tufts University, Northwestern University Library, and Northwestern University Academic Technologies. Texts are sourced from The Globe Shakespeare; the one-volume Cambridge Shakespeare, edited by W. G. Clark, J. Glover, and W.A. Wright (1891-1893), while Internet Shakespeare Editions of the quartos and folios, ed. by Michael Best, have been consulted ‘to create a modern text that observes as closely as possible the morphological and prosodic practices of the earliest editions’. The corpus uses standardised spelling, and all text is fully lemmatised and morphosyntactically tagged. Mueller and others have further developed a set of text-mining tools, MONK or ‘Metadata Offer New Knowledge’, which may be used with the corpora in the WordHoard. Unfortunately, neither the MONK tools nor the enhanced SHC Corpus (50 million words, containing about 500 texts from 1533 to 1625 from the Text Creation Partnership [TCP], including plays and major Shakespearean sources) is freely available to scholars. Mueller’s own corpus-based attribution studies have yielded promising results for multi-word units: “plays by the same author are likely to share more dislegomena [i.e. 2-word collocations]. ... If we look more closely at shared dislegomena by same-author play pairs, we discover that on average plays by the same author share five dislegomena, and the median is four. Roughly speaking, plays by the same author are likely to share twice as many dislegomena as plays by different authors. Clearly some author effect is at work, and there is some virtue in adding some precision to this intuitively plausible conclusion’. See Mueller 2014a.

11 KEMPE: Korpus of Early Modern Playtexts in English contains approx. 9 million words of syntactically annotated early modern playtexts and masques. It is fully POS-tagged, and allows both plain-text searches and syntactical/POS/wildcard-based searches through corpus query tools. The resource readily facilitates both collocation and colligation extraction along with concordance data for all search types. The syntactically annotated version of KEMPE was prepared for online publication by Petersen (2004).

12 FipsCoWeb was developed by Violeta Seretan et al. as an online application for extraction of collocations in own uploaded texts (Seretan and Wehrli 2011). It is freely accessible through: <http://goo.gl/F7b6XM>, and its rationale is explained in Seretan and Wehrli 2010.
In his study, Vickers, in collaboration with Marcus Dahl, uses a combination of Pl@giarism and InfoRapid Search & Replace to locate 116 instances of multi-word units in the additions. Those units are then matched by units in a number of other early modern canons, predominantly in Shakespearean plays, and as such presented as evidence for Shakespearean authorship. For the purposes of the study, Vickers and Dahl looked at plays produced between 1586-1642 (Vickers 2012, 35), using the database of plays underlying the KEMPE corpus (compiled by Petersen and Dahl 2001-2003 as part of joint PhD research).13 I observe the same chronological constraints, using, however, the POS-tagged information-rich version of KEMPE (Petersen 2004). While particular emphasis is granted to plays preceding the publication of the additions in 1602, the time span I apply matches the remainder of corpus searches in this essay, where an expansive scope (1561-1652)14 is favoured in order to gauge the units’ general prevalence in early modern drama over time and across canons. The dating of playtexts is checked against Annals of English Drama in Wagonheim’s revised edition (1989; Vickers and Dahl use Wiggins 2011).

Using the KEMPE corpus and search tools, which allow both normal searches and POS queries, I have checked the 116 multi-word matches compiled by Vickers,15 and will venture my commentary below. It will soon become evident that I comment only on those instances that I find unlikely to be authorial collocations. Hence the commentary starts with item 2 from Vickers’ list.16 As a guiding principle, I apply a phraseological definition of collocation that stipulates a syntactically sound expression that is statistically significant, regardless of its morphological qualities. I.e., there may be distance between the headword and its collocates, but any units that cut across sentence boundaries are not accepted as collocations, pace Seretan (2013, 94-99) and Seretan et al. (2004, 1871): ‘The involved words occur together more often than by chance, thus the collocation is restricted with respect to the collocate substitutability. Both grammatical and lexical collocations are considered (Benson et al. 1986), e.g., abstain from, pay attention, without limitation on the distance between

13 See Petersen 2004.
14 The earliest playtext in the KEMPE corpus is Gorboduc (1561/1562) and the latest is Brome’s A Jovial Crew, or the Merry Beggars, performed 1641, printed 1652. Dating of plays follow Annals of English Drama, ed. by Wagonheim 1990.
15 John Burrows has indicated that Vickers’ phraseological evidence for Shakespeare’s Additions to The Spanish Tragedy is ‘merely a variant of the ‘parallel passages’ studied by scholars down the centuries’ (2012, 357). There is nothing wrong as such with parallel phrases. The typology of the phrases simply needs to be examined in greater detail, and it needs to be considered which linguistic agent (author, actor or tradition) is likely to be ‘responsible’ for the item in question.
16 All items from Vickers’ list (2012) are given in bold type. Where applicable, a hyperlinked KEMPE search augments the commentary.
words in text (apart from the sentence boundaries)’ (Seretan et al. 2004, 1871; emphasis mine). In a number of instances I suggest that the multi-word unit in question is likely to derive from oral transmission / dramaturgical tradition rather than individual composition. Section 3 below elaborates upon this aspect.

2) ‘…of it. | Besides’ It is questionable whether this ‘co-occurrence’ is much more than that. It may qualify as an unfixed collocation by Sinclair’s definition (1991, 121), but it is neither a grammatical nor a lexical collocation (Benson et al., 1986: ix ff.). This, in turn, makes it difficult to determine which is the headword and which are the collocates, and complicates its relation to language production theories involving both the short-term memory loop and long-term lexical storage. The unit consists of two function words (a preposition and a pronoun) and one conjunction (some would say three function words) belonging to two structurally separate syntagmata. Finally, it traverses a sentence border, which further disqualifies a likely neuronal connection between the constituents (Pulvermüller 2010). It is not a phrase, either. If we accept ‘besides’ as a node, it collocates upward (Sinclair 1991, 121) with the two very frequent function words ‘of’ and ‘it’. The unit is indeed rare, as a search in KEMPE quickly confirms. This may of course be an authorship marker. However, it may just as easily be an entirely random combination. In the KEMP corpus, ‘besides’ (besides being preceded by commas, full stops and colons) produces the following left-context vectors ‘a’ (26 times), ‘to’ (23), ‘of’ (22), ‘and’ (19), ‘in’ (23), ‘all’ and ‘have’ (10), …‘many’, ‘me’, and ‘her’ before it collocates with ‘it’ (3 times in total).

4) ‘Run(ne) to’ This grammatical collocation may possibly qualify as a situational dramaturgical formula (see Pettitt 1988, 184-185, and section 3 below). If so, it is probably not a strong indicator of individual, authorial style.

5) ‘presently | and bid’ See 2). This example traverses two clauses if not two sentences. A search in KEMPE confirms that this is a rare co-occurrence, yet the matching phrasal repetends listed by Vickers indicate formulaicity, and follow an apparently common Verb + to + Noun + presently structure present in many other playtexts. The example defies categorisation as lexical or grammatical collocation.

17 According to Burgess and Hitch, ‘item nodes for familiar stimuli such as letters, digits or words are assumed to have strong pre-experimental connections to the nodes representing their constituent phonemes. When each item in a sequence is presented, an item node is selected by competitive queuing and language storing is accomplished by strengthening connections between simultaneously active nodes in adjacent layers’ (2006, 629; emphasis mine).
7) ‘Do(e) you hear me’ This clause is probably a dramaturgical formula (see below).
“Do you hear me sir”, by the way, is also found in Two Angry Women of Abingdon from 1598 (not in Vickers’ list).

20) ‘A thing of nothing’ This collocation is also an idiom or commonplace, and is also found in e.g. A Knack to Know a Knave, Two Angry Women of Abingdon, The Pedlar’s Prophecy, and The Cobbler’s Prophecy; all 1590s plays but not included in Vickers’ list. While this is certainly a lexical collocation, such phenomena should probably be disqualified as authorship markers.

28) ‘a sonne. | For…’ (see 2). This is another syntactically disrupted, unfixed collocation in the additions. In Vickers’ list, however, it is compared to two fully grammatical (and syntactically sound) collocations from 3Henry VI and King Lear. If we accept that the short-term memory phonological loop deals in unfixed collocations, we need to investigate further the likelihood of such unfixed collocations working across sentence boundaries, which Seretan (2011) dismisses. That said, the (lexical) matches produced are all from Shakespeare’s accepted canon.18

43) ‘See where x comes/stands etc.’ is the best example of an ‘oral formula’/evidence of formulaic dramaturgy in this list.20 A grammatical clause such as this serves the communicative purposes of authors and actors alike, and therefore should be excepted from any study purporting to quantify evidence of only individual authorship. See further section 3 below.

51) ‘No, no, you …’ A search in KEMPE reveals that the phrase (if not collocation) is a common one across early modern dramatic canons, with pre-1600 examples of no, no, you (verb)21 in e.g. The Famous Victories, Orlando Furioso, Englishmen for My Money, including an abundance of other occurrences. The phrase is governed by ‘incremental repetition’, an oral composition principle perpetuated by repeated performance and subsequently included in printed versions, as defined by Andersen et al. (1982).
52) ‘You are deceiu/v’d’ This is a phrase or a clause, not a collocation. It yields a number of matches in pre-1600 plays besides those listed by Vickers (e.g. in The Warres of Cyrus, Fair Em, A Knack to Know a Knave, Clyamon and Clamydes, Englishmen for My Money, Soliman and Perseda, etc.).

59) ‘I am not mad’ This is a clause. The repeated instances in King John may likewise be examples of internal incremental repetition (as explained above). As such, the phrase probably should be disqualified as a reliable authorial style marker.

61) ‘I know thee (to be)’/ ‘I know thee’ in Titus Andronicus may be another example of internal incremental repetition, and so potentially an oral style marker. Moreover, a KEMPE search yields plentiful examples of this clause structure elsewhere, which suggests that it could be a dramaturgical formula of collective origins. ‘I know [pronoun] to be’ is found in at least 24 other pre- and post-1600 playtexts.

97) ‘Well(,) sir(,) then’ The unfixed collocation ‘Well sir’ may likely be of oral/formulaic origin, and is very common indeed across the canons. The added then does, however, make this unfixed collocation less frequent, and as such the phrase could have authorship determination value. The item regrettably defies easy categorisation as lexical or grammatical.

105) ‘Nay(,) then I’ Neither a lexical nor a grammatical collocation, but arguably an unfixed one, this structure is found in a great number of plays, as the hyperlink will testify, including many pre-1600. I would argue that it should be disqualified as an authorial marker.

110) ‘Do, do, (do)…’ Some simple verbal incremental repetition is probably at work here. Both 2 Henry IV and Troilus and Cressida’s textual and performative provenance is complex enough for us to expect a presence of oral-formulaic style markers such as those explored by e.g. Maguire (1996) or Petersen (2010). That this should be an authorial style marker is not very likely.

111) ‘Not so () | You…’ (see 2 above).

If the goal of attribution studies is to analyse the language of written compositions and assign authorship, and to do so on the basis of a sound theory of language, I agree: we need a strong theoretical rationale for our practical work (Vickers 2011a, 116). If part of our rationale rests on quantifying multi-word units such as those compiled by Vickers, Craig, Burrows, and Hoover, then we need to examine what they contain. As we have already established, collocations can be lexical or grammatical. A majority of the items I have
selected for review above are lexical, while a few are grammatical. Others defy categorisation. With the involvement of lexical neural assemblies and the long-term memory, at least some of the above units will probably have served aptly as mnemonic aids (i.e. situational formulas, or verbal expressions of formulaic dramaturgy, aiding the immediate language production that takes place on stage in the short-term verbal memories of actors. The fact that a collocation is lexical (containing a lexical headword plus collocates) does not then in itself vouch for individual, authorial origin. Other units could be construed as simple incremental patterning – a progressive oral composition mechanism, which may involve long-term memory storage of earlier ‘lexical increments’ too, and which may potentially be introduced through the course of transmitting a play on stage and in print several times (Andersen et al. 1982). Yet other items above could be random co-occurrences. Most importantly, most of the collocations, clause structures, and repetitious phrases listed above are unlikely to indicate individual authorship. Be that by Shakespeare or any other individual candidate. The remainder of Vickers’ 116 multi-word units, now filtered for what I call oral or collective formulas, may very likely prove highly effective determinants of individual authorial style. The following section will discuss further the range and contents of those oral / collective formulas.

3. The Oral Roots of Staged Verbalisation

While the culture that Shakespeare and his contemporaries inhabited was not oral, the sub-culture or theatrical industry in which they worked was not fully textual either. One might say that they worked under residually oral conditions. At the very least, they belonged to a discourse community heavily reliant on memorial reconstruction. The texts that survive from the early modern stage certainly do so in various formats, versions and qualities quite unlike what we today would call stable text formats. Most of them were written for oral performance. Milman Parry once said that when someone transcribes an oral song into a text, it remains oral. Have we indeed sufficiently understood the provenance of the texts we work with? Print makes for more tightly closed verbal art forms (Ong 1982, 130), but the early modern stage dealt in several ‘open’ handwritten formats relevant at different stages in a play’s lifespan; different printed versions of playtexts were circulating, and often several hands were involved in playwriting at composition or revision stage. Acting troupes went touring with alternate versions of plays, etc. In other words, we are back where we started with the written/rewritten, performed/reperformed and printed/reprinted sample material. It seems to me appropriate, therefore, to try to link

22 Scholarly resources like The Lost Plays Database (curated by Knutson and McInnis 2009-2015), the REED archives (ongoing since 2003), incl. the Early Modern London Theatres
the theories of language production introduced earlier with theories from the study of oral transmission of folk material – and in particular Milman Parry and Albert Lord’s concept of the ‘formula’. The use of formulas in oral composition was probably the most revolutionary concept introduced in Lord and Parry’s research on Homeric poetry and traditional folksong. In Parry’s definition, a formula is ‘a group of words which is regularly employed under the same metrical conditions to express a given essential idea’. Like the functional information they express, ‘the standard formulas belong not to one singer, but to tradition’ (1971, 80). In Lord’s understanding, formulas are ‘the phrases and clauses and sentences’ of the poet’s specialised poetic grammar, which he learns ‘by hearing them in other singers’ songs’, where the process of memorisation is ‘unconscious and follows the same principles as the learning of language itself’ (2000, 36).

Such formulas are unquestionably linked to the chunks or multi-word units already discussed above. What makes Parry and Lord’s perspective different is the centrality of memory and tradition. By placing the use of formulas firmly in the spoken language as expressions of functional verbal economy, the formulas come remarkably close to the ‘permanent sets of associative connections in long-term memory…, which underlie the attainment of automaticity and fluency in language’ (Miller 1956 in Ellis 2001, 38-39). ‘Chunking’, in this context, however, is seen not as a language mechanism, but as the main principle of human cognition: ‘A chunk is a unit of memory organisation, formed by bringing together a set of already formed chunks in memory and welding them together into a larger unit. Chunking implies the ability to build up such structures recursively, thus leading to a hierarchical organisation of memory. Chunking appears to be a ubiquitous feature of human memory’ (Newell 1990, 3-4).

That formulas occur more frequently in spoken language than in writing has subsequently been confirmed by corpus-based comparisons of written and spoken corpora (e.g. Brazil 1995; Biber et al. 1999; Leech 2000). This supposedly means that memory functions differently in oral composition than in writing (which is rightly speaking a form of artificial memory). Parry, Lord, and later Foley, were acutely aware of this aspect, but perhaps we may add some recent insights to theirs.

According to Chafe (1994), modern English utterances ‘are constructed as intonation units that usually have a modal length of four words and that are often highly predictable in terms of their lexical concordance (Hopper project (ed. by MacLean 2011), and the Henslowe-Alleyn Digitisation Project (Ioppolo 2005-2016) all serve as timely reminders of the unstable composition environment that constitutes the early modern stage(s). The text repository EEBO, in comparison, offers less such ‘messy’ meta data.

The term ‘formula’ covers a vast number of technical terms in circulation for ‘repetitions’, or ‘recurrent phrases’, ‘stock epithets’, ‘epic clichés’, ‘stereotyped phrases’, ‘bound phraseology’ to name just a few (Lord 2000, 30).
Assuming that early modern English will have had a similar span, we can apply this constraint to actors’ oral language production, too, only bearing in mind that on-stage verbalisation is constructed in real time, and so will have imposed even greater working-memory demands on the individual compared with writing. Consequently, we can expect an even greater reliance on fixed collocations in performance, whose lexical content link them with the long-term memory. It is, as Ellis, Simpson-Vlach and Maynard (2008, 376) state, simply ‘easier for us [language users] to look something up from long-term memory than to compute it (Bresnan, 1999; Kuiper, 1996), and even easier, perhaps, if those fixed collocations come in 3-4-gram ‘natural’ intonation units.

Optimal ‘on stage’ economy of expression, then, relies on knowing exactly which patterns to infer/use in which situation. If actors were not familiar with a stock of frequently used word associations, they would presumably struggle to complete their workday both in live, on-stage speech and in learning their parts. For similar reasons, situational formulas are replete in primary oral cultures. Moreover, in folk ritual, ballads and folksong there is a limitation to the form of such formulas (Ong 1982), which in turn allows for easy replication. If we apply this observation to the early modern stage, actors – like traditional oral performers – are likely to have ‘found and kept expressions which could be used in a variety of scenes and situations, either as they stood or with slight modifications’. Foley calls this the ‘compositional idiom’ (1991, 23), suggesting an enhanced definition of the ‘formula’ as ‘an expression regularly used under the same metrical conditions to express an essential idea, but where ‘formula types or systems [can] replace one another, allowing for a high degree of economy of expression/ mnemonic economy’ (25).

Whether or not Shakespeare and his colleagues wrote to produce literary drama (Erne 2003) or deliberately created texts out of other texts, borrowing and adapting already popular plots, the vast majority of the material they produced was intended for stage performance and was feasibly written with oral rendition or actors’ memories in mind (Lancashire 1999, 736). This could mean, then, that authors like Shakespeare were doubly subject to collocation use, in the sense that they are non-consciously producing language according to a general ‘idiom principle’ but also consciously writing to accommodate actors’ so-called prehension25 on stage (cf. Foley’s ‘compositional idiom’). We ought thus perhaps to expect playtexts, like other oral genres, to contain an ‘additive oral style’ or ‘high oral residue’ (Ong 1982, 36-37):

---

24 Chafe and Hopper are quoted in Ellis et al. 2008, 376.

25 According to Firth, ‘the collocation of a word or a “piece” is not to be regarded as mere juxtaposition; it is an order or mutual expectancy. The words are mutually expectant and mutually prehended’ (1957, 196; emphasis mine). Both Lancashire and Vickers refer to the concept of prehension, e.g. ‘the wide use that natural language makes of such “embedding” produces a kind of expectation in the hearer that the rest of the associated “word-material” will soon appear’ (Vickers 2012, 136).
The elements of orally-based thought and expression tend to be not so much simple integers as clusters of integers, such as parallel terms or phrases or clauses, antithetical terms or phrases or clauses, epithets. … In oral performance of folksongs, the performer prefers e.g. not the soldier, but the brave soldier; not the princess, but the beautiful princess; not the oak, but the sturdy oak. (Ong 1982, 38)26

Another advantage for the on-stage speaker would be to ‘say the same thing, or equivalently the same thing, two or three times’ when performing in front of a large audience. If the playgoers miss the ‘not only…’, they themselves can supply it by inference from the ‘but also…’ (Ong 1982, 40).

If the author-playwrights were in fact accomplices in this mechanism, the result may have been near-optimal performance conditions for the oral performers of the written scripts. It means that authors, (scribes) and actors could and would deliberately choose to deploy similar functional formulas (such as ‘Look where he/she/it comes/goes/is’) rather than different expressions for a given (entry) scene. Likewise, audiences would know what phraseology to expect in a number of similar situations. Such a collective stylistic contract is of course speculative. What we do know is that multi-word units are central in language production and reception, and so the use of formulas would have come natural to authors and actors (and audience members) alike. We also know that lexical chunks and collocations stored in the mental lexicon enable quick retrieval and both speed and ease communication. To this we can add recent research on priming, which suggests language users’ sensitivity to the frequencies of occurrence of a wide range of different linguistic elements used within a specific field or domain. In such ‘discourse communities’, verbal knowledge is shared between speakers who can recognise the chunks used by each other. The shared knowledge enables the interlocutors to process language in a similar way, each ‘member’ sharing the knowledge of the whole field, industry, or domain. The fact that lexical priming is both a reciprocal mechanism and reinforceable by a speech community highlights, I believe, the importance of addressing both ‘tradition’ and ‘collectivity’ when analysing early modern playtexts. Ellis, applying a usage-based approach (1996, 2002a, 2002b), e.g. provides clear evidence of the influence of each ‘usage event’ of a given formula and the processing of its component constructions on speakers’ language systems. If we grant the early modern stage status of a discourse community, it is likely to have been predicated on a degree of mutual interpretation where collective activities involving the members’ interpretation of the vocabulary used take place. Fellow actors and authors’ use of similar phraseology will then have primed subsequent usage, perhaps even to the extent that a collective store of phraseology or a

26 Ong of course does not argue that this mechanism is not present in literary composition, only that it is more prevalent in oral composition. See also Ong 1982, 188-212.
‘commulect’ develops. This is not so far from Firth’s notion of ‘meaning by collocation’, where familiarity with frequently used word associations arouses ‘expectancies’ in fellow language users (Firth 1957, 195-196).

At the very least, priming would serve some very functional, workaday purposes for the authors and actors in the industry. Similarly, the stakeholders of this community would of course have been highly familiar with cueing systems (see Palfrey and Stern 2007), and so might oddly enough have been more aware of the practical conditions of the human working memory and the brain’s language-producing mechanisms than ‘normal’ language users. Actors and authors, both attuned to systematised cueing, may thus have been exceptionally well-suited to utilising these mechanisms quasi-consciously.

Usage-based theories of language are clearly of great value to understanding both early modern authors’ and actors’ use of formulas and the degree to which seeing/hearing the beginning of a formula will have primed recognition of its final word(s), collocates or constituents. It would certainly be interesting to look further into how frequency and repetition affect – and ultimately bring about – form in language and expression in the early modern playtexts, and how this knowledge corresponds with general language production (Bybee and Hopper 2001; Ellis 2002a, 2002b, 2008a; Bod, Hay and Jannedy 2003; Hoey 2005, 2009; Robinson and Ellis 2008; Pulvermüller and Knoblauch 2009; Pulvermüller, Cappelle and Shtyrov 2013). Such an undertaking will have to wait, however; and instead the following pages provide some token examples of how we can readily use corpus resources to extract and analyse multi-word units of a potentially ‘oral’ or ‘collective’ formulaic nature. By learning more about these formulas, we can hopefully gain a better understanding of the patterns and collocations that characterise the vocabulary of the early modern stage as a whole, and, by implication, an understanding of what individual authors’ idiolects are less likely to contain.

The following is a sample of commonly-occurring situational dramatic formulas extracted using the KEMPE corpus and search tools. Using wildcard searches one can locate bigrams, 3-grams or 4-grams, or combinations where words colligate with specific POS in adjacent sentence slots. After this, the researcher is faced with a rather old-fashioned process of manually checking the semantic and syntactic properties of the formulas. Further post-processing includes checks for left or right-context collocates. In the examples below, simple occurrence frequencies are given in brackets. Looking beyond raw frequency

---


28 The searches are carried out in KEMPE, and were chosen on the basis of searches for both lexical and grammatical multi-word units led by e.g. VERB, PRON (pronouns, interrogative), ADV (adverb, time), PREP (prepositions; time/space). The results were then manually checked for formulaicity.
(and hence statistical significance) across the 9 million words in KEMPE, I treat the formulas as collocations following the phraseological approach (Cowie 1978, 1981; Mel’čuk 1998; Gitsaki 1999); that is, I am as interested in what the units do as in how many times they occur:

And so away (7)
Away, away (152)
Away, away, away (9)
Away, away, away, away (2)\(^{29}\)
Come away (most frequent right-context collocates: quickly, with, I) (216)
Come, come / come [noun] (most frequent right-context collocates: ‘you’, ‘my’) (116)
Do you hear (444)
Do you hear + pronoun (me/my/him/this…) (67)
Do you hear me (27)\(^{30}\)
Far(e)well (,) far(e)well (42)
Go to (go to) (both a direction and an expletive) (1448)
Go(e) your ways (180)
Hear me (897)
Hear me speak (104)
Hear me speak (104)
Hear(e) me (most frequent right-context collocates: ‘but’, ‘sir’, ‘lady’) (897)
How now (1834)
How now + noun (mainly proper nouns) (752)
Leave me alone (10)
Let’s away / let us away (139)\(^{31}\)
Look to (most frequent right-context collocates: your, the, him, my, it) (570)
Look to + pronoun (it/her, etc.) (334)\(^{32}\)
Now will I + verb akin to ‘leave’ (14)\(^{34}\)
Now, let me/us (64)
Now, Sir/sirs/sirra (503)
Run(ne) to (99)
Saddle my/your horse (10)
See where (he/she/it/pronoun comes/goes/is/verb) (286)\(^{35}\)

\(^{29}\) Both instances are in The Puritan Widow, 1606/1607.

\(^{30}\) In 7 instances the adjacent right-edge collocate (NOUN colligation) is a proper name or title.

\(^{31}\) This formula is related to a variant of ‘come let’s away to …’.

\(^{32}\) Expressed as [word=“look” %c] [word=“to” %c][pos=“PRON” %c].

\(^{33}\) Expressed as [word=“look.*” %c] [word=“where” %c] [word=“.*” %c] [word=“.*” %c] [word=“.*” %c].

\(^{34}\) Expressed as [word=“now” %c] [word=“will” %c] [word=“T” %c] [lex=“hence” | lex=“away.” | lex=“go” | lex=“lea.*”].

\(^{35}\) Expressed as [word=“see” %c] [word=“where” %c] [word=“.*” %c] [word=“.*” %c] [word=“.*” %c].
Consider the ‘Well met’ formula as an example. Using the KEMPE search tools, we can locate the most frequent right-context items after ‘met’ (both collocations and colligations may be quantified here). Most frequent are the function words ‘my’, ‘at’, ‘in’ and ‘if’). Of content words we find ‘gentlemen’, ‘maister’ and ‘sir’; the most frequent adjectival collocates include ‘fair’ and ‘good’. Looking at the collocates teaches us something of the process-oriented, stage-related mechanisms behind the formulas. These combinations are easily assembled/prehended by actors’ working short-term memory aided by long-term lexical storage, and may thus be present in the texts at the instigation of both authors and actors. Other formulaic units include simple or incremental internal repetition (Andersen et al. 1982), e.g.:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collocation</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alack (alack) the day</td>
<td>(30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ay, ay (I, I)</td>
<td>(at least 25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How, how</td>
<td>(at least 88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I [Verb] I</td>
<td>(1604)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O, o – / Oh, Oh …</td>
<td>(at least 163)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moving from vast data sets to single playtexts, we can use the corpus and collocation extraction algorithm of another resource, namely Mueller’s WordHoard, to catalogue multi-word units in the multi-textual and co-authored play Titus Andronicus. For Titus, a total of 2,786 multi-word units pass all the program’s filters. Because of the authorship question, Titus remains a prime test

---

36 A case in point: the fact that ‘we will away to’ only appears in The Troublesome Reign of King John and the F and Q versions of The Merchant of Venice is interesting, but does not sway me that we are talking about an authorial ‘4-gram’ match.

37 The most frequent immediately adjacent right-edge collocates of ‘well met’, as identified by the sort function in KEMPE, are: ‘by’ followed by ‘at’, ‘in’, and ‘my’.

38 Expressed as [word="I" %c] [pos="V" %c] [word="I" %c].

39 I use the publically available Shakespeare corpus in WordHoard (texts sourced from The Globe Shakespeare). Mueller’s larger Shakespeare His Contemporaries corpus, where texts are sourced from the TCP and enhanced with dense meta-data search potential, is still a closed environment. I, for one, look forward to the time when a ‘user-friendly version of it will be up and running in an open access environment that will cut down on the tedium of some older forms of exploration and enable new forms of exploration that previously were impracticable’ (Mueller 2014b).

40 Mueller’s version of Titus Andronicus is assumed to be a Folio version, checked against Q variants, as per The Globe Shakespeare.
bed for new(er) methodologies of authorship attribution, including, of course, tests for multi-word units. Below follows a sub-sample from amongst the extracted bigrams and 3-grams, which I would characterise as examples of verbal repetition or simple commonplaces (these can be oral or authorial in kind). Where a unit looks potentially formulaic, I have used the KEMPE search tools, including POS queries, to check for the prevalence of such phrases across the entire corpus. In the same way as above, I have not limited these searches in date since the aim is to find formulaic phrases promulgated by dramatic transmission over time and across canons. Locating a ‘formula’ in both early and late plays probably testifies to its usefulness; it may also mean that the formula was written for prehension. Alternatively, actors’ transmission of a text may have caused oral formulas to become embedded in surviving printed editions (Petersen 2008, 2010). Either way, such formulas very probably belong to both authors and actors.

An/d if it please…
Away with
Come let us go/e & Come let(‘)s go/e
Get you (ye) gone (gon)
Go your ways
Ha, ha
I’ll go fetch
Let me alone
Let me see
Let us/let’s go/e
Nay, nay / nay nay
Now will I (+transitive verb)  
Well I wote
What’s the news …

For the similarly textually challenging case of Hamlet, a total of 4,173 multiword units pass all the WordHoard filters. Of these I have selected a number of potentially oral or collective formulas, which have then been checked for commonality across the early modern canons using KEMPE:

41 Frequencies are expressed as ‘greater than’ (>100) / ‘less than’ (<100) approximations, allowing for matches not located by the KEMPE search algorithms.
42 ‘Now will I hence’ occurs 4 times across the early modern canons contained in KEMPE. The search string applied locates units like ‘now will I haste’, ‘Now will I away…’, ‘Now will I leave …’, ‘Now will I high me…’ / ‘…turn and run’, etc. A majority of the immediate right-edge colligates of ‘Now will I’ are nouns, i.e. objects.
43 Text from The Globe Shakespeare. See notes 10 and 39.
Using Seretan’s FipsCoWeb, I looked for similar instances of formulaic multi-word units in Marlowe’s *Doctor Faustus* (A and B texts), where both texts are assumed to have been exposed to transmission, and possibly also co-authorship (Maguire 1996; Pettitt 1988; Vickers 2012. Vickers asserts that the play is undoubtedly co-authored, 2012, 134). The units identified were once again submitted to checks for cross-canon prevalence using KEMPE. Asterisks mark instances where formulas reoccur internally in the texts and/or across the entire corpus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Faustus A-text</th>
<th>Faustus B-text</th>
<th>B-text continued:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2* here; come</td>
<td>4 thine; eye;</td>
<td>2 have; grape;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 thy; head;</td>
<td>2 highly; solemnize;</td>
<td>2 Pope; have;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2* see; Pope;</td>
<td>4* great; Lucifer;</td>
<td>2 world; see;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 make; world;</td>
<td>2 gentleman; farewell;</td>
<td>2 thy; head;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2* mighty; Lucifer;</td>
<td>3 doctor; have;</td>
<td>2 thy; body;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3* great; Lucifer;</td>
<td>3* see; Pope;</td>
<td>2 beauteous; paramour;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2* great; thing;</td>
<td>2* here; take;</td>
<td>2* enter; angel;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 not; tell;</td>
<td>2* but; tell;</td>
<td>2 high; firmament;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 dead; time;</td>
<td>2* sweet; friend;</td>
<td>2 lake; of mud;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 raise; spirit;</td>
<td>2* now; tell;</td>
<td>2* mighty; Lucifer;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 shoulder; of; mutton;</td>
<td>2 make; world;</td>
<td>2* plague; take;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 have; leg;</td>
<td>2 ripe; grape;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 thy; life;</td>
<td>2 take; guilder;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 world; admire;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2* nay; stay;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2* then; wilt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 as; charry;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 in any case; ride;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

44 The wild-card search string [word=‘how’ %c] [word=‘now’ %c] [pos=‘N’ %c] [] [word=‘what’ %c] [word=‘new.*’ %c] neatly extracts a ‘How now, NN, what news’ formula.

45 There are 5 instances of the unit in F1 *Hamlet* but 8 ‘to a nunnerie goe’ in Q1; a text we may assume has been much transmitted (see e.g. Maguire 1996; Petersen 2010). I have elsewhere classified this as a remarkable example of internal incremental repetition and a relatively sure sign that this text holds evidence of transmission-induced oral-memorial style markers (Petersen 2010). Incidentally, ‘To a nunnerie/nunnerie’ also appears in Marlowe’s *Jew of Malta* (twice) and in Dekker’s *The Welsh Ambassador*.

46 This user-friendly resource may be accessed at Seretan and Wehrli 2011.
In *The Massacre at Paris* and *Edward II*, also from the Marlowe canon, we are similarly faced with plays with a complicated textual provenance, and where co-authorship of at least one of the texts (*Edward II*) is likely. Again asterisks mark elements that qualify as formulaic in the KEMPE corpus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Massacre at Paris</th>
<th>Edward II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11 enter::king;</td>
<td>3 stay::while;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 defend::right;</td>
<td>2 will::lordship;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4* come::lord;</td>
<td>2 legate::Pope;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 gather::power;</td>
<td>2 close::eye;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 good::morrow;</td>
<td>2 country::cause;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 country::good;</td>
<td>2 commit::tower;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 noble::man;</td>
<td>2 noble::gentleman;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 be::good;</td>
<td>2 rend::heart;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3* come::let;</td>
<td>7 enter::king;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 enter::guise;</td>
<td>2 accused::head;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 enter::messenger;</td>
<td>2 enter::bishop;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 thy::hand;</td>
<td>2 noble::birth;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 thy::death;</td>
<td>4 lord::king;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 power::of::man;</td>
<td>2 so::passionate;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 thy::life;</td>
<td>2 therefore::trust;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2* but::come;</td>
<td>2* come::let;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 so::be;</td>
<td>2* but::tell;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 thy::brother;</td>
<td>2 friend::do;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2* then::come;</td>
<td>2 enter::noble;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 body::of::king;</td>
<td>2* here::come;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 guise::come;</td>
<td>2 honour::of::name;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 make::king;</td>
<td>2 man::of::birth;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 English::agent;</td>
<td>2 enter::baron;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 French::king;</td>
<td>2 king::die;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 tell::king;</td>
<td>2* now::let;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 reading::of::letter;</td>
<td>2* come::prince;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 rebellious::king;</td>
<td>2 thy::face;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 humbly::thank;</td>
<td>2 not::trust;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2* away::base;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The very noticeable ‘come lord/s’, ‘come let/s’, ‘but then’, and ‘then come’ formulas in *Massacre*, like the high number of other repeating units, offer likely evidence that the play has been much transmitted in performance. According to Lord, ‘fixed expressions of this sort and of other sorts can be found occasionally in print, indeed can be “looked up” in books of sayings, but in oral cultures they are not occasional. They are incessant’ (2000, 34-35). The high degree of formulaicity of *Edward II* likewise suggests that a communicative economy principle is at work in this text. Whether introduced by authors, co-authors, or actors, these units are found amongst the collocations extracted by the FipsCo application (and would be by similar software). It takes manual analysis to exclude/disqualify the collocations as authorial markers.

Not enough has been written about exactly this kind of functional multi-word unit nor of these units’ relation to the composition practices of the early modern stage. As Pettitt noted some 15 years ago,

We are accustomed to seeking reassurance in the strength and capacity of the memory in oral cultures, which the Elizabethan still partly was, but it is by no means certain that the oral memory is inevitably geared to the *verbatim reproduction* of texts. Nor is it certain, given the *ambiguous status of the playwright* in this particular phase of theatre history, that the *verbatim reproduction of his text*, as opposed to keeping going and keeping the audience satisfied, *was a decisive consideration* with the players. (2001, 414; emphasis mine)

I would like to think that Shakespeare and his colleagues were fully aware of these conditions. Like Ian Lancashire (1999, 736), I would also like to think that Shakespeare, being an actor himself and so accustomed to memorising sound, wrote particularly for the stage (or in a particular way for the stage). But we cannot know this. Judging by the data just compiled there is reason to assume, however, that early modern authors writing for performance at least to some degree made use of collective dramaturgical formulas, and as such were *writing forprehension*. In the case of authors like Shakespeare, who are close to the theatre, the influence on texts of prior and ongoing performance tradition seems inescapable. Perhaps when considering Shakespeare and his contemporaries’ composition habits we should assume, then, a ‘strong’ variant of Parry and Lord’s oral-formulaic theory, in which performative transmission effectively partakes of the ‘literary’ composition function, and composition in pen or quill partakes of the transmission function?

---

47 See also Pettitt 1988, 168-169.
With regard to the exact ways in which formulaicity is introduced into the sample material, folkloristics may be no better equipped than orthodox philology at determining authors’ writing habits, at detecting theatrical revision, or mapping the routines of ostensible memorial reporters. What a folkloristic approach can help diagnose — according to Pettitt — is the type of change introduced by the performers while they are the bearers of the living verbal tradition, consciously or more likely unconsciously, under the pressure of reconstructing a text from memory in the stress and confusion of live performance before an audience who are under no obligation to remain respectful or attentive. This is what happens — if more slowly and over a longer period — to folktales and ballads. The impact of these processes is not haphazard and leaves quite distinct symptoms. In the case of folk ballads, such symptoms can be convincingly identified, and when the same symptoms occur in the text of a play, it is reasonable to conclude that it has been subjected to similar processes. Common sense, anecdotal evidence, and strict theorizing can, in ballad studies as in Shakespearean philology, suggest what is likely to happen to orally transmitted texts: omissions, garblings, anticipations, and improvisations. But to prove anything we need to compare two texts, one of which is known to be an oral derivative (at one or more removes) of the other. The differences, particularly if repeated in analogous experiments with other text-pairs, are the result, and so symptoms, of transmission. (2005, 216)

As an illustration of the above conditions, we can look at a transmitted broadside ballad, previously used by Pettitt to exemplify the accumulative use of formulas in oral-memorial transmission. Other examples may be consulted in Petersen (2010, 59-61). In this example, we see a broadside ballad composed by a ‘ballad hack’ and printed in 1828 (within a year of the events described in the song). It is flanked by a derivative version recorded from oral tradition by Cecil Sharp almost three quarters of a century later:48

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1828</th>
<th>1911</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Verses 4, 5, 6, 7, 11, 12</td>
<td>Verses 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

... If you’ll meet me at the **Red Barn**
As sure as I have life
I will take you to Ipswich town
And there make you my wife

... If you’ll meet me at the **Red Barn Floor**
As sure as you’re alive
I’ll take you down to Ipswich Town
And make you my dear bride

---

48 The broadside version was first printed by James Catnach in 1828 and sold 1,116,000 copies. The derivative was sung by a certain Robert Feast at Ely. The example is quoted by Pettitt in Andersen *et al.* 1982, 77-83, and in ‘The Living Text’ (Pettitt 2001, appendix 1). Another oral version, collected from Joseph Taylor of Lincolnshire in 1908, retains only verses 1, 2, 7.
I then went home and fetched my gun
my pickaxe and my spade
I went unto the Red Barn
And I dug her grave

With her heart so light she thought no harm
To meet me she did go
I murdered her all in the barn
And laid her body down

... 

Her mother's mind being sore disturbed
She dreamed a dream she saw
Her daughter she lay murdered
Beneath the Red Barn floor

She sent the father to the Barn
Where he the ground did thrust
And there he found his daughter
Lay mingling with the dust

Clearly, we are looking at multi-word units/collocations (in bold) in the above parallel texts of original and derivative ballad versions. They do not belong to an author, though, or indeed one singer/performer, but to a collective tradition, and the units are, presumably, transmission-induced.

In collaboration with Pettitt, and elsewhere (Petersen 2008, 2010), I have exemplified the accumulation of similar incremental patterns in the course of transmission of early modern plays. But such an accumulation mechanism is very easy to miss or disregard when studying multi-word units per se in the early modern canons. In the first quarto of Hamlet, for example, the accumulated multi-word units range from a substantial number of simple verbal repetitions (we could call them bi-grams) to large-scale repetition (3 and 4-grams), now verbally homogenised in the Q1 version. None of these units are present in the - presumably earlier - Folio text (Bate 2007). A full catalogue of examples can be consulted in Petersen (2010), but a few instances of the ‘new’ 3-grams and 4-grams in Q1 Hamlet may serve as examples here:\^49

\^49 Also in Petersen 2010, 96.
As Pettitt (1988, 184-185) explains, the replacement of non-formulaic expressions with formulas can sometimes be detected in those instances where we are lucky enough to have variant texts of a single ballad. Evidently, such a mechanism is at work in the multiple texts of *Hamlet*. But similar features can also be found in a number of other, supposedly unproblematic, playtexts in the early modern canons. Both corpus design and data extraction methods should be more attuned to these essentially contextual conditions.

4. Epilogue

Few of the collaborative plays analysed in recent authorship attribution studies conform to any easy definition of authorial composition (Maguire 1996, Vickers 2002, Erne 2003, Petersen 2010). Collaborative practices involve a number of stakeholders – author, actors, and theatrical scribes, for a start. If the play is successful, it almost always involves textual change (spoken, and sometimes recorded) over time, and it involves tradition, as both players and playwrights could resort to dramatic formulas and verbal borrowing from other plays on similar topics. It may not always be the case that these features are recorded in the playtexts under scrutiny, but they potentially might be, like some of the examples from Vickers’ study of the *Additions to The Spanish Tragedy* (2012). This means that otherwise sound stylistic attribution testing may be ‘blurred’ by oral or collective features. I have argued that it is necessary to further consider this cross-cutting verbal formulaicity if stylistic investigation into early modern authorship is to be successful.

The approaches of recent years somehow fall short of establishing entirely certain stylistic evidence for the author vs. the actors – and it has been difficult to determine how to proceed and which methodologies to apply. In a discourse
community like the early modern stage, which is very much characterised by tradition (because of its medieval, popular roots and because of the pressures on dramatic authors), it is very likely that a stock of verbal and dramatic formulas are operative in written composition as well as re- and de-composition in performance. As I hope to have illustrated, the multi-word formula appears to be as useful to an author under pressure as to an actor under pressure. The prehension of word material thus potentially becomes an operating principle rather than something secondary to stylistic investigation. There are, as I see it, three types of potential contributors to the shape of a surviving early modern playtext: the author (always), the actors (sporadically – in the surviving texts), and tradition (almost always); tradition being the entire vocabulary of all the plays written before the given text under scrutiny, within the same cultural system, and which will directly or indirectly influence authors’ (scribes’), and actors’ choice of words.

The language written for and spoken on the early modern stages evidently deals as much in probable language as it does in possible language. Among the many multi-word units (lexical and grammatical) in use in the plays, some are bound to stem from individual authors’ idiolects. Quite possibly it will be the rare (i.e. possible) lexical collocations that we should turn to as appropriate authorial style markers (cf. note 7 and Vickers 2011a). The grammatical collocations of the type ‘look where he/she/it comes/goes/is’, by contrast, are highly probable choices and as such much more likely to qualify as collective or oral in origin. Other unfixed, non-syntactical units should perhaps be discarded altogether as evidence for authorship until such strings can be linked more closely to the known neurolinguistic processes in the human brain. All other things being equal, more controls and more description is needed of the multi-word unit as style marker. It may yet hold the key to the success of future attribution studies. Meanwhile, I remain convinced that attribution scholars, whose only available sample material remains the deceptively neat digital editions of the once ‘live’ playtexts of the early modern stage, ‘need to better understand how they came about’ and more fully ‘engage with the manifold questions surrounding their production and transmission’ (Craig 2014, 15). The play, in other words, is still the thing, wherein ...
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